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A Fast RFID Identification Protocol with Low Tag Complexity
Hugo Landaluce, Asier Perallos, Member, IEEE, and I. J. Garcia Zuazola, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this letter, a novel Query window Tree (QwT)
protocol is proposed and presented. Based on the Query Tree
(QT), a fast anti-collision protocol with low tag complexity (which
preserves the memoryless feature of the QT) is achieved. The
QwT effectively controls the number of responded bits from tags
by adopting a dynamic-size ‘window’. As a result, the tags of the
proposed QwT deliver exclusively the bits that are required by
the window controlled at the reader, rather than sending their
full ID. Simulations show that the QwT positively decreases the
total number of bits that are transmitted by a tag and as a result
mitigates latency.
Index Terms—RFID, anti-collision, tree, tag identification.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.

R

ADIO frequency identification (RFID) technology is
becoming popular in assets identification and trackand-trace applications with highly increasing the density of
available tags in interrogation zones. The coexistence of tags
sharing the same communication channel requires solutions
to likely collisions. Anti-collision protocols are sought to
mitigate the degradation of the readers bandwidth, its power
consumption and delay caused by collisions [1]–[5]. In the
literature, two renowned anti-collision protocols have been
reported: aloha based and tree based protocols. Aloha based
are probabilistic and rely on more complex tags than tree
based, which are deterministic. Because we aim to preserve
low complexity we concentrate in the latter candidate and
attempt to alleviate reader collisions and delays. Smart trend
traversal protocol (STT) [1], and the fast tree traversal protocol
(FTTP) [2], are among the most recent and advanced treebased candidates and will be used later for comparative results.
Tree based arbitration protocols, in essence, split colliding
tags into subsets, and further split the subsets repeatedly up
to the successful response of all the tags that are within the
interrogation zone. Tree based are divided into two major
groups: binary tree (BT) and query tree (QT) protocols this
is according to the need of tags to store information between
responses. In the tree splitting protocol (TS) [3], based on
BT, each tag has a counter and a random number generator.
Collided tags choose a binary number 0-1 randomly, and
on-hold tags add +1 to their counter, or -1 for an idle or
success response. FTTP [2] is an improved variant of the
TS, where collided tags choose a natural number randomly.
The maximum of this number is calculated using maximum
likelihood estimation and is used to split tags in groups
reducing latency, specifically when the idle slots duration is
shorter than collision slots duration.
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Format of reader and tag commands.

The QT in contrast is memoryless [4] since the tags do
not record counter values. The reader must provide them
with a query including a bit string or a prefix. The tags
respond with their ID upon successful matching of the prefix
with their ID. Where a collision occurs, two new queries
are generated adding a ‘0’ and ‘1’ to the collided prefix.
Queries are discarded when an idle or a successful response
is met. QT however, is at the expense of a delay penalty
that we aim to reduce in this work. The STT protocol [1]
is used to alleviate the number of collisions in QT using a
tree traversal path. The collisions are however reduced but
not extinguished, and a lot of bits sent by the tags are wasted
on collisions. A QT with bit-tracking technology is given in
[5]. It uses Manchester coding to estimate tags and to identify
collided bits individually. Collisions are alleviated but the
complexity of tags is increased. A proposed fast, reliable and
memoryless protocol is hereby presented and named query
window tree (QwT). The QwT protocol restricts the number
of bits transmitted by the tags on a collision, mitigating
latency on RFID communication. To corroborate this claim,
we simulate and compare results from our proposed QwT with
the STT [1] and the non-memoryless FTTP [2].
II. T HE P ROPOSED Q W T P ROTOCOL
A. The Adaptive Window
We define the window as the bits transmitted by a tag on
a slot. The window is beneficial with the implicit assumption
of a perfect synchronization among window responses. The
adaptive window performance is now described, Fig. 1. The
reader transmits a command including a query of length L bits
and a window size parameter (ws). Tags matching a readers
query q1 ,q2 . . . qL where qi ∈ {0, 1} and L > 0, respond
exclusively the bits specified by ws; w1 , w2 . . . wws , where
wi ∈ {0, 1}, 0 < ws < k and k is the length of the tag ID.
Tag responses are received by the reader as a unique response
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Fig. 2. Number of go-On slots used by the QwT for different β values and
number of tags in the interrogation zone, n.

of ws bits and an appended cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
Four possible slot status can happen:
− Idle slot: when the reader queries and receives no tag
response.
− Collision slot: when several tags respond different window bits the received CRC will not match the received
window at the reader.
− Go-On slot: when the reader receives corresponding
windows of tags simultaneously with a positive CRC
checksum response and obeys the following condition
L + ws < k.
− Success slot: when a single tag response is received and
L + ws = k.
The window alleviates tags from transmitting large number
of bits upon a collision. This is very positive since tree based
protocols are prone to high number of collisions, especially
at the beginning of the identification cycle [4]. The first
transmitted queries of low L values can lead to possible
collisions. Therefore, a low ws value is preferred so that
matching tags could transmit the least possible number of bits.
In contrast, whilst the L increases, the likelihood of collision
decreases. Low ws values can cause the number of go-On
slots to increase, because the transmission of additional reader
queries are required to obtain the full tag ID. Thus, ws must
be increased to counteract that. A heuristic function which
links L to ws (here as f (L)) is given in (1), where β is an
adjustable parameter.
f (L) = k(1 − e−βL ),

0<L≤k

(1)

How ws is adjusted is given in Section II-B. The number
of go-On slots used by the QwT for different β values and
various groups of tags, n, is depicted in Fig. 2. β = 0.5
is selected for its low go-On slots rate. This is a practiced
deduction to reduce the number of bits transmitted per tag
and consequently, leads to a low latency RFID system; this is
corroborated and presented in Section III.

Fig. 3.
tags.

Flow chart of the proposed QwT protocol: (a) for reader, (b) for

B. The algorithm
We now describe the algorithm involved in our proposed
QwT. As inherited from QT, it follows a similar procedure
but with the additional window method described in Section
II-A. During a cycle, the reader sends a query with adjusted ws
parameter on every slot. Thus, QwT tags only need to compare
their ID with the received query, and tags matching that
query send a bit string w1 , w2 . . . wws , of ws bits maintaining
the memoryless feature. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of the
proposed QwT. The reader and tag sequences are respectively
given Fig. 3.(a) and (b). First, Fig. 3.(a), the reader initializes
by pushing two queries (0;1) into an empty stack - Last
Input First Output (LIFO). The reader then pops a query
and subsequently calculates ws using (2). For the initial ws
calculation, it uses ws = 1; in other consecutive cases the
reader needs the calculated ws and L of the immediately
earlier slot (wsi−1 , Li−1 ). Whether the latest slot, i − 1, was
an idle (t = 0), a collision (t > 1), a success (t = 1) or a
go-On (t = 1), needs to be reflected in (2), where t is the
number of guessed responses to the latest query (Li−1 ).
⎧
⎪
⎨ f (Li ), t = 1, Li−1 < Li
wsi = wsi−1 , t = 1, Li−1 < Li
(2)
⎪
⎩
1,
t ≥ 0, Li−1 ≥ Li
Once ws is calculated, a new command (including the query
and ws) is sent to the tags and awaits for tags responses,
Fig. 3.(b). Tags matching the query respond the window of
the remaining bits w1 , w2 . . . wws , and appended CRC. On
arrival, the reader, Fig. 3.(a), searches for possible collisions
and that happens when t > 1. If so, two further queries
are made q1 , q2 . . . qL ’1’ and q1 , q2 . . . qL ’0’ (they add a ’1’
and a ’0’). For cases when an empty window is received,
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and the tag data rate to 80 kbps. The simulated responses were
averaged over 500 iterations for accuracy in the results.
Many anti-collision protocols are verified using the number
of slots, but not the slot duration (time) and length (bits) [2],
e.g. the time of a collided slot is longer than for an idle or
a successful slot and for this reason we use the latency and
the number of transmitted bits in this work. Fig. 4.(a) and
(b) show the performance of the QwT in latency and number
of transmitted bits per tag respectively. Depicted results show
evidence of improved latency for the proposed QwT protocol,
especially in dense tag environments. QwT was best when the
bits contained in the CRC are at its low, QwT-CRC1 (uses
a single bit). However, the impact of a CRC with a higher
number of bits, when QwT-CRC5 (uses 5 bits) is yet away
from the other protocols in latency and transmitted bits per tag.
As a rule of thumb, QwT window responses with appended
CRCs of higher number of bits are more accurate, but conduct
to a lower performance. Besides, memoryless feature leads QT
and STT to need larger reader commands than TS and FTTP,
which makes FTTP to outperform QT and STT in latency, Fig.
4.(a). Non-memoryless TS, however, needs more bits per tag
than the other protocols, Fig. 4.(b), and it can only improve
QT in latency. The results suggest that QwT is a dexterity
and memoryless protocol, which using an adaptive window, a
relative low number of transmitted bits per tag is completed.
The proposed QwT protocol is therefore a suitable candidate
where fast identification with low complexity is sought.
Fig. 4.

Performance of the QwT: (a) latency, (b) transmitted bits per tag.

the transmitted query is neglected and denoted as t = 0.
In addition, when the received CRC is positively checked,
the window is completely understood and denoted as t = 1;
this means at least one tag responded successfully. The reader
checks if the lengths of the query sent and window received are
enough to complete the tag ID length. If so (L + ws = k), the
responding tag is successfully identified, and if L + ws < k,
the slot will be a go-On; this implies a new query of format
q1 , q2 . . . qL w1 , w2 . . . wws . In a close-loop, the procedure
sequences repeatedly until it gets the empty stack.

IV. C ONCLUSION
A novel and simple protocol for fast RFID tag identification
has been presented. The contributing QwT protocol makes
effective use of an adaptive window, controlled at the side
of the reader, to restrict the total number of bits that are
responded from tags and decreases the number of transmitted
bits as well as the latency. Simulated results proved the
dexterity of the QwT and outperformed comparative protocols,
the reported protocol can be considered as a good RFID anticollision candidate. Future research will look at the possibility
of implementing compliant bit-tracking algorithm [5] to not
only decrease tag bits but also collisions of the proposed QwT.
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